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Abstract
Firstly, we should scrutinize about smuggling. Smuggling wasn’t definite in law completely and perfectly, human or object or moral types like smuggling of cultural matters or weapons and equipments or materials. In view of writer, smuggling is antisocial, anti-economic, anti-moral and anti-law phenomenon that it takes place through providing necessary conditions in uncontrolled and unsafe in economic and political and due to lack of culture and social and economic. It was clear who committed to this violation (Smuggling), they attended to economical maters. With regards to this matter that Iran introduces its market as Islamic market, it means correct exchange of economics data, less benefit, demand without hoarding (Engrossment), healthy completion with cooperation and improvement, not being monopoly (Restriction) of sell and buy controlling agent that didn’t limit to jurisdiction institutions and laws, then it obtain by Islamic and humanity ethics and effective balance with government.
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Introduction
As it was previously in abstract, definitions of human & materials, weapon, goods and currency smuggling, they are about this problem. At first, it was mentioned that in Iran’s constitution and civil law, there were 3 ownership, private and moral, government, public or dependent, that it caused variety in production imports. As we observed that in the present market according to Islamic market definition and no open market and huge market, they offer productions that they have imported without license such as medicine or chemical materials. There are some points:

Firstly, low supply and high demand caused this problem.
Secondly, the competitors of seller have authority and control on market and they report any reduction quickly and control goods list and global prices, also they recognize entries of production well, and they suggest the high profit and high prices to smuggler.

Basically, smugglers perhaps whom that are in market, they hadn’t equality in cost and income, and then they hadn’t try to increase their income. It is interesting that they, importer and exporter, didn’t know their action is crime and it is important for Iranian officers to inform public effectively, because law and jurisdiction is only a reprimand institution and isn’t an effective information system.

Definitions and concepts
1. Currency definition in view of economic and law
Currency or money or cash is formal goods without name and it transfer to anybody easily. With regards to problems and political, social, economic, productive, service and industrial position of its country with international successors, it classify in huge market in order to conflict or bargain and transaction or investment, also with regards to production, industries and service share of its agent or government and internal rules and conventions and international laws and nation gross production and share of true person in each year and extensive volume of productions and international supply and demand with rate and legal tender ("Currency") and dollars such as Rails’(Iran) or Pound, etc. at present, with respect to above technical explanations, there are some principles about currency and currency smuggling that we should bring out them. With regards to seasonal data and lack of economical prognostic in currency and monetary system of Iran and with regards to Markof pattern in (‘1967-83’) that real rate index of currency and its rate of false and its deviation in currency balance rate based on SPI index in central bank and growth average (”M2”) to foreign properties rate of growth production or its reduction, supplies collection and Iranian and foreigner investors properties ("SPI").
Also with respects to Iranian debts to global economic community, crisis procedure of rate of exchange increases 11-14%; then whenever sever reduction in monetary index value of country with respect to lack of support in producer, consumer, commotion, war, fortuitous events, international commotion, bank crisis and economic institutions interruption caused to increase false rate and currency profit and finally, illegal usage or currency smuggling.

2. Scientific definition of currency smuggling and its technical concept

Rich and wealthy people prefer that internal legal tender convert into foreign assets or stocks or securities, because they have more stability and also cause to decrease nominal value of legal tender in country and then goods and currency smuggling was done. Relationship between currency and goods is a mutual (two sided) i.e. when securities, bonds, stocks, legal tender reduce severely and foreign money have more nominal value in huge market, it cause that materials or substitutive materials or industrial materials in high price enter legally and arrive to producer that this problem occur in England that in this case economical institution profit decrease and currency supplies reduction by Mafia agents or smuggler agents caused inflation as result of goods and currency smuggling to compensate scarcity as false.

It should be mention that political problems cause to lack of stability or structural balance of economical code in country and lead to financial crisis and economical compensations such as goods and currency smuggling. Falling of financial and economical period in country and speculation operations of smuggling bands cause to fall fix rate of currency and goods and also cause investors reaction to decisions, and businessmen and producers’ expectation. Haven’t confident to investors, businessmen, producers to state and public section and their tendency to private section and financial and banking breakage cause to reduce rate of creditors in institutions and high debt and low currency supplies so that they fall highest level to lowest level and unsettlement loans also cause to emerge such crisis. Perhaps, currency policy in currency fix rate could prevent this destruction, but this subject cause banking validity limitation, too.

Finally, perhaps rating on goods and items cause in hoarding as fallacious until rate of monetary growth haven’t desirable level, goods and currency smugglers benefit in political, economic and cultural commotion of society and public unawareness and not being informative of government to public. These subjects cause price increase, bankruptcy or economical institutions interruption and currency smuggling. Benefit (Profit) is the main motivation for economic institutions activity and investors. But it has more profit than basic variables such as goods, rate, money, service. According to author, if Islamic competition in society is transaction with more equity and less profit and also expensive Islamic commerce and occupation in legitimate affairs and no transaction with speculated and improper people and balance obedience in selling and buying and prices and Islamic ethics, perhaps it is a controlling factor in such abnormal economical phenomena. God stated in Toube Sureh (6) In Quran precisely:

"(للقرآن الكريم "وَهُوَ عَلِيمٌ حَكِيمٌ"")

Prior conclusion and purposes of this project, its better that we have reviewed Markof pattern scientifically in Normal case of nominal rate in market legal tender and its Balance and then in market as no balance in the following:

Let’s underlying variable pattern is \( S_t \) and then variable is \( S_t = 0 \). Then i.e.:

\[
y_t | S_t \sim N(\mu_s, \sigma^2_{S_t})
\]

\[
S_t = 0,1 \Rightarrow f(y_t | S_t) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{S_t} \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(y_t - \mu_{S_t})^2}{2\sigma^2_{S_t}} \right]
\]

Meanwhile, balance of Markof change average \( (\mu_{S_t}, \mu_t) \) to structure \( (\sigma^2_{S_t}, \sigma^2_t) \). This formula indicated that comfort time is fixing variable in time (t). According to author’s idea, conditional possibilities as the following matrix could display the above formula, exactly.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
P00 & P01 \\
P10 & P11
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
P00 & 1 - P00 \\
1 - P11 & P11
\end{bmatrix}
\]
Then pressure pattern and speculation profit ("SPI") with weight average rate of exchange and supplies in Iranian central bank is:

\[ SPI_t = \alpha_1 \Delta R \times t - \alpha_2 \Delta IR_t \]

("REX") is rate main index and IR is country currency index. Then if currency index and real interest rate and nominal rate of currency are NEX, consequently:

\[ REX = \frac{CPIw}{CPId} \times NEX \]

Purposes

With regards to technical and scientific explanations and also variable patterns of economy, there are some purposes about challenge with goods and currency smuggling in perspectives of writer. There are some purposes:

- Attitude to kind of Islamic market in Iran
- Being ethics of market
- Helping to production mechanism and industry and banking facilities in rate of less benefit and high duration
- Serve experts and productive forces
- Youngsters job-making
- Challenge with hoarding (Engrossment) and usury transactions and fictitious transactions
- Balancing in supply and demand
- Monitoring producers and consumers performance by government and public institutions
- The suitable ground for investors and being confidence for economic activators.
- be extend commercial laws and civil laws
- filling gaps due to laws of goods and currency smuggling by public and news medias
- tax exemption of investors, producer and businessmen

With regards to above factor, it seems that economical and social relations of market with Islamic market system of government could control on above problems effectively and law and legislator and jurisdiction institutions haven’t role in this subject. The specific relation between organizations and public and state centers with investors, producers, businessmen and work market and correct balance cause to enhance nominal rate of money and also lace of incorrect competition.

Notes:
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In the context of the relative market, the following researches are noteworthy:

- Investigating the impact of Islamic market on the economy
- Studying the role of government in controlling smuggling
- Analysis of the effect of ethics on market behavior
- Evaluating the role of banks in economic activities

These aspects need further investigation and research to provide a comprehensive understanding of the Islamic market system.
In Markov chain, there is a transfer matrix for human resources programming, called matrix of human resources transfer. In this matrix, we have cases and post that each person become in different times in one of these resources. In the above matrix, it considered separate cases for inputs and outputs in addition to posts. Because force didn’t exit matrix and finally it transfers to final case, output. In human resources transfer matrix, (Pij) transfer possibility indicator of each person from it to Pij

\[ P_{m1} \quad P_{m2} \quad \ldots \quad P_{mj} \]
Analysis began with transfer matrix formation that in that matrix, each cell show past average percentage of staffs between occupation classes in one time to another time such as future year. Each past transfer introduces future transfer possibility.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
    P_{11} & P_{12} & \cdots & P_{1m} \\
    P_{21} & P_{22} & \cdots & P_{2m} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    P_{i1} & P_{i2} & \cdots & P_{im}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
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